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ABSTRACT

Background and Purpose: Short-term central venous catheterization (CVC) is one of the commonly used invasive interventions in ICU and other patient-care areas. Practice and management of CVC is not standardized, varies widely, and need appropriate guidance. Purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive, evidence-based and up-to-date, one document source for practice and management of central venous catheterization. These recommendations are intended to be used by critical care physicians and allied professionals involved in care of patients with central venous lines.

Methods: This position statement for central venous catheterization is framed by expert committee members under the aegis of Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine (ISCCM). Experts group exchanged and reviewed the relevant literature. During the final meeting of the experts held at the ISCCM Head Office, a consensus on all the topics was made and the recommendations for final document draft were prepared. The final document was reviewed and accepted by all expert committee members and after a process of peer-review this document is finally accepted as an official ISCCM position paper.

Modified grade system was utilized to classify the quality of evidence and the strength of recommendations. The draft document thus formulated was reviewed by all committee members; further comments and suggestions were incorporated after discussion, and a final document was prepared.

Results: This document makes recommendations about various aspects of resource preparation, infection control, prevention of mechanical complication and surveillance related to short-term central venous catheterization. This document also provides four appendices for ready reference and use at institutional level.

Conclusion: In this document, committee is able to make 54 different recommendations for various aspects of care, out of which 40 are strong and 14 weak recommendations. Among all of them, 42 recommendations are backed by any level of evidence, however due to paucity of data on 12 clinical questions, a consensus was reached by working committee and practice recommendations given on these topics are based on vast clinical experience of the members of this committee, which makes a useful practice point. Committee recognizes the fact that in event of new emerging evidences this document will require update, and that shall be provided in due time.
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Preamble
Present document is an evidence based approach towards management of CVC in clinical practice. The recommendations presented in this document are based upon:
- Latest available literature on the topic
- Various patient safety and institutional manuals
- Guidelines policy of national and global bodies
- Consensus and experience of expert committee on the topic

After evaluation of the available literature, this position statement is developed by a representative committee of Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine (ISCCM). This document’s recommendations suggest a preferred approach for management of CVC in healthcare settings. Simultaneously these recommendations are intended to be flexible and should be rationalized to the clinical context. This document is designed as a “position paper”, as use of CVCs is not just limited to ICUs and extended to other specialties and patient care areas. However, in its current form it should serve an important purpose to provide standardized and high level of safe patient care. After completion of thorough reviews by the committee, this document is officially endorsed by ISCCM.

Introduction
Central venous catheterization is one of the regularly used invasive procedures in various areas of patient care like intensive care unit, operating room, and emergency department. The practice of CVC varies widely. This document is an attempt to suggest a safe and preferred strategy for CVC.

For standardization in this document, National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) definition of central line has been adopted. NHSN defines “Central line (CL), as an intravascular catheter that terminates at or close to the heart, or in one of the great vessels that is used for infusion, withdrawal of blood, or hemodynamic monitoring.”

For all practical purposes in this present document, “Central Venous Catheter” is defined here as a central line placed in one of the large venous great vessels, which include internal jugular vein (IJV), brachiocephalic vein, subclavian vein (SCV), superior vena cava (SVC), iliac vein, femoral veins, inferior vena cava (IVC). This definition has been simplified for easy understanding.

Central venous catheterization have been classified by various ways like the vessels it occupies, site of insertion, duration of use, its path from skin to vessel, material, special coatings, physical length, number of lumens or some special characteristic and uses of catheter. During the discussion all of these aspects have been considered but this document remained focused on short-term use of CVCs in adult patients. During the discussion all long term CVCs, tunneled catheters, HD catheter, PICC, Hickman catheter, peripheral cannula, pediatric patient population and catheter terminating in a systemic artery and pulmonary arteries were not reviewed.

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this document is to provide a preferred strategy for:
- Judicious use of CVC
- CVC placement and management
- Reduce mechanical, infectious, and thrombotic complications
- Provide guidance to improve CVC care quality

These recommendations are intended for use by critical care physicians and other professionals involved in care of patients with central venous line. This also serves as a resource for other care areas who manage patients with short-term central venous catheters.

Methods and Evidence Development
This position statement for CVC is framed by expert committee members under the aegis of ISCCM. After multiple rounds of meeting of team of experts in the field, the consensus was derived on the scope and questions that needed to be answered in the formulation of this document. The team of experts was assigned the task of literature review in divided sections of the document. Search for relevant literature was performed by probing various electronic databases including Google Scholar, PubMed, and Embase. Following keywords were used to formulate search strategy: Arterial catheter, antibiotic lock, bacteremia, central lines, central venous catheter, catheter-related cultures, endocarditis, implanted catheter, management, non-tunneled, outbreak. Peripheral, suppurative thrombophlebitis, and treatment—other references from articles and major contemporary guidelines on the topic were also reviewed.

Experts in each group then exchanged and reviewed the relevant literature. During the final meeting of the experts held at the ISCCM head office, a consensus on all the topics was made and the recommendations for final document draft were prepared.

Modified grade system was utilized to classify the quality of evidence and the strength of recommendations (Table 1). For semantic separation of strong and weak recommendations, the working group has introduced each strong (grade A) recommendation by “we recommend” and each weak (grade B) recommendation by “we suggest” terminologies.

The draft document thus formulated was reviewed by all committee members; further comments and suggestions were incorporated after discussion, and a final document was prepared. The final document was reviewed and accepted by all expert committee members and after a process of peer review this document is finally accepted as an official ISCCM position paper.

Recommendations and Evidence Statements
Table 2 here provides summary of recommendation provided in this documents. A detailed description of all recommendations is in the following discussion.

Resource Preparation
Indications of Central Venous Catheterization

Evidence Statement
Central venous catheterization is a vital procedure in care of a critically ill patient. There are various indications for use of CVC...
Table 1: Criteria for level of evidence and grading of strength of recommendations used in formulation of present document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of evidence</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from ≥1 good quality and well-conducted randomized control trial(s) or meta-analysis of RCT’s</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from at least 1 RCT of moderate quality, or well-designed clinical trial without randomization; or from cohort or case-controlled studies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from descriptive studies, or reports of expert committees, or opinion of respected authorities based on clinical experience</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not backed by sufficient evidence; however, a consensus reached by the working group, based on clinical experience and expertise</td>
<td>Useful Practice Point (UPP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strength of recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Recommendations list of Indian Society of Critical Care Medicine Position Statement for Central Venous Catheterization and Management 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/no.</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>GOR, LOE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td><strong>Resource preparation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td><strong>Indications of central venous catheterization</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We recommend central venous catheterization after understanding clear indication</td>
<td>A, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We suggest CVC when hyperosmolar and locally irritant agents are to be administered</td>
<td>A, UPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>We recommend CVC use for vasoactive drugs unless the risk outweighs benefit of placing a CVC and delaying the therapy</td>
<td>A, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td><strong>CVC catheterization in locations other than ICU</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We recommend that care areas, where CVC is utilized should have a central venous cannulation and maintenance SOP in accordance with recommendations made in this document</td>
<td>A, UPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We recommend that all units performing central venous cannulation should have a quality improvement program in place with follow-up of outcomes</td>
<td>A, UPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>We recommend that daily review for the necessity of CVC should be done at all care sites</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.</td>
<td><strong>Central venous catheter site selection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We recommend in emergency scenarios, insertion site selection should be based on patient factors, clinical need, practitioner judgment, experience and skills</td>
<td>A, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We suggest subclavian insertion site should be preferred over IJV and femoral for central venous catheterization to decrease infectious and thrombotic complications</td>
<td>B, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>We recommend subclavian vein to be avoided in patient with coagulopathy, distorted anatomy, and who may have high chances of mechanical complications</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>We recommend that in case of burns, extensive skin loss and superficial infections, CVC insertion should be done where the skin is intact</td>
<td>A, UPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>We suggest Internal Jugular CVC lines could safely be inserted in adult neurocritical care patients</td>
<td>B, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.</td>
<td><strong>Catheter selection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We suggest to use a CVC with the minimum number lumens needed for patient management</td>
<td>B, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>No recommendation can be made for designated lumen for parenteral nutrition. Unresolved issue</td>
<td>B, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td><strong>CVC—Infection control</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td><strong>Site selection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We suggest evaluating risk-to-benefit ratio of infectious and mechanical complications before choosing a particular insertion site</td>
<td>B, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We recommend avoiding using femoral vein for the routine placement of central venous catheters</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.</td>
<td><strong>Hygiene practices, barrier precautions, and skin preparation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>We recommend mandatory hand hygiene practice, either by washing hands with conventional soap and water or with alcohol-based hand rub (ABHR), before and after any interventions or contact with CVC</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>We recommend maintaining aseptic technique for insertion and maintenance of CVC</td>
<td>A, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

contd...
contd...

3. We recommend maximal sterile barrier (MSB) precautions before any insertion (de novo or exchange over guidewire) of CVC  
   A, 1

4. We recommend wearing either clean or sterile gloves when handling or dressing the CVC  
   A, 3

5. We recommend preparation and cleaning of the skin site with an alcoholic chlorhexidine solution containing a concentration more than 0.5% chlorhexidine and 70% alcohol before central venous catheter insertion and during dressing changes  
   A, 1

6. We suggest to use tincture of iodine, an iodophor, or 70% alcohol use as alternatives if chlorhexidine is contraindicated  
   B, 3

7. We recommend allowing the skin antiseptic to dry completely before catheter insertion  
   A, 2

C. CVC Fixation

1. No recommendation can be made for preference of securing system and operator or local practice based decision should be taken.  
   B, 3

D. Port utilization and maintenance

1. We recommend disinfecting catheter hubs, needleless connectors, taps and injection ports before accessing the catheter using an alcoholic chlorhexidine preparation or 70% alcohol  
   A, 2

2. We recommend wearing either clean or sterile gloves when handling the hub and catheter  
   A, 3

E. Prophylactic antibiotics and antiseptics

1. No recommendation can be made for or against the use of antiseptic solutions (Aqueous chlorhexidine or aqueous povidone-iodine) for routine CVC site care  
   A, 3

2. We recommend the use of chlorhexidine soaked sponge or dressing at the catheter exit site to prevent CRBSI  
   A, 1

3. We recommend daily Chlorhexidine Bed Bath (sponging) for patients in ICU to reduce CRBSI incidence  
   A, 1

4. We suggest antibiotic lock solutions to prevent CRBSI only in selected conditions, which are as follows:
   a) Limited or difficult venous access and a history of recurrent CRBSI  
   b) At high risk of severe sequelae from a CLABSI (e.g., recently implanted intravascular devices, such as prosthetic heart valve or aortic graft, pacemaker or AICD)  
   c) When CRBSI rate is high despite all measures to reduce it are implemented stringently  
   B, 2

5. We recommend against systemic intravenous antibiotics in prevention of CRBSI  
   A, 1

F. Removal of Central line

1. We recommend removing central venous catheter as soon as its indication ceases  
   A, UPP

2. We suggest not routinely replacing or relocating the central venous lines unless clinically indicated  
   B, UPP

3. We recommend each institute to have central venous catheter removal protocol and only staff trained in the same should remove central line  
   A, UPP

G. Catheters impregnated with antiseptics and antibiotics

1. We recommend using M/R or C/SS coated CVCs when catheter is expected to be in use for more than five days and the CLABSI rate is not decreasing to the institutional target benchmark even after implementing comprehensive strategy program. Comprehensive strategy should include education and training, maximal barrier precaution and aseptic skin preparation while insertion of CVC.  
   A, 1

3. Prevention of mechanical complications

A. Role of sonography

1. Wherever available we recommend US guidance to improve success rate, patient safety and procedural quality and reduce mechanical complications during CVC placement  
   A, 2

B. Guidewire exchange

1. We suggest exchange of malfunctioning CVC over guidewire in selected patients with no evidence of infection  
   B, 2

C. Tip positioning

1. We recommend post-procedure, position of the catheter tip must be assessed  
   A, UPP

2. We recommend IJ and SCV catheter tip should be placed in the lower one-third of the SVC near the SVC/RA junction  
   A, 2

3. We recommend the use of chest X-ray to assess the CVC catheter tip position  
   A, 2

4. Surveillance

A. Infection control

1. We recommend against routine replacement of CVCs to prevent catheter-related infections  
   A, 1

2. We recommend prompt removal of CVC when it is not essential  
   A, 2

contd...
We recommend against routine catheter tip cultures for purpose of surveillance A, 2
We recommend that routine practice bundle (Appendix II) should be followed to reduce CVC-related infections. A, 1

B. Surveillance of mechanical complications
1 We recommend Chest X-ray post insertion of IJ and SC central line A, 2
2 We suggest that ultrasound guidance can be used for early identification of mechanical complication B, 2

C. Education, training, CQI initiatives, and audit
Education and training
1 We recommend that a healthcare education and training program should be in place wherever CVCs are inserted and maintained for overall quality improvement A, 1
2 We recommend that a mechanism should be in place to assess knowledge and compliance with guidelines of all the personnel involved in care related to CVC A, 1
3 We suggest providing appropriate and adequate nursing care to improve CVC-related outcomes B, 2

CQI initiatives
1 We recommend using institutional CQI initiatives with bundled approach for performance improvement A, 2

Audit tools
1 We recommend conducting surveillance to determine CLABSI rates, monitor its trends and identify lapses in infection control practices A, 1
2 We do not recommended routine culture of catheter tip for purpose of surveillance A, 1
3 DTTP is the recommended method of diagnosis for CVC-related infections in patients A, 2
4 We suggest recording the operator, date and time of catheter insertion and removal and dressing changes on a standardized form A, UPP

D. Consent and medicolegal issues
1 We suggest that a structured Credentialing process be in place for personnel involved in insertion and maintenance of CVC B, UPP

and we reviewed each indication systematically for purpose of standardization and uniformity. The recommended indications are as below, but the list is not exclusive and judicious justification by user is recommended.

Central venous catheterization as means of vascular access
Central venous cannulation is indicated as means of vascular access for patients with difficult intravenous access, those requiring multiple attempts for peripheral access, obese patients with difficult peripheral access and patients with other chronic conditions.²

Central venous cannulation for vasopressors and inotropes administration
Central venous access should be chosen for administration of vasopressors and inotropes required for prolonged duration (>4 hours).³

Few small descriptive observational studies and review articles suggest safe use of peripherally administered vasopressors; however, a systematic review of descriptive studies which included 85 articles, had 270 patients and 325 events of local tissue injury and extravasations occurred.⁴ On further evaluation, it was noted that majority of events occurred when vasopressors were used with peripheral lines (318/325 events). Out of which 204 events had local injury and 114 events had extravasation. These events were not generally associated with major disability and harm, as they occur in <5% chances, with mortality chances of <2.2%. In further description it was found that 85.3% local tissue injury occurred when vasopressor were given via a distal peripheral venous lines than the popliteal or antecubital fossae (e.g., dorsal hands, forearms, feet), and in 96.8% occurred when infusion continued for 4 hours or more. Same results were observed for extravasation, as 75% events occurred due to a distal peripheral line. Hence, based on these findings of studies and meta-analysis, vasopressors infusions cannot be recommended to be used via peripheral line.

However, the expert committee recognizes that in compelling situations, vasopressor infusions for a short duration (<4 hours) via a more proximal vein (in antecubital fossa or external jugular vein) can be used without causing major harm, especially when a CVC is planned and risk of delaying therapy outweighs the benefit.⁵⁻⁷

Central venous cannulation for administration of parenteral nutrition
High osmolarity liquids cause damage of endothelium and further lead to thrombophlebitis of peripheral vein hence central venous cannulation can be considered for administration of parenteral nutrition with osmolarity >900 mOsm/L. However, commercially available parenteral nutrition with osmolarity of up to 900 mOsm/L can be administered and tolerated peripherally.⁸

Drugs to be given through central venous cannulation
Need for central venous cannulation for any drug administration depends on factors like osmolarity of the drug, pH of drug, and direct cytotoxicity of drug. Central venous catheterization should be considered for infusion of drugs with osmolarity of >600 mOsm/L and pH of less than 5 or greater than 9, if requiring continuous infusion at high rate or repeated infusions.⁹
**3% NaCl and 20% mannitol administration**

3% NaCl and 20% mannitol both are drugs with high osmolarity as 1,026 mOsm/L and 1,098 mOsm/L, respectively. Mandatory central venous cannulation for administration of these drugs is institutional practice, as central line insertion might be time consuming specifically in some time sensitive situations like patient with head injury with cerebral edema.

Although some studies suggest safe use of 3% NaCl through large bore peripheral cannula (16–20 G) at maximum rate of 50 mL/hour. In one prospective study patients were subjected to 3% hypertonic saline (HTS) infusions for prolong time for several days which resulted in infiltration (6%), and thrombophlebitis (3%). These studies indicate that concern regarding peripheral intravenous (PIV) 3% HTS infusion may be exaggerated. Further it carries a low risk of serious limb, or life-threatening complications, and hence the committee recognizes that a patient can be subjected to it if the benefit outweighs the risk. However, further research is needed for safe peripheral infusion of 20% mannitol, and this issue was unresolved.

**Potassium infusion**

Potassium infusion of maximum concentration 10 mEq/100 mL can be given via peripheral IV lines. Replacement via CVC may be required at higher concentrations and at higher rate for better fluid tolerance and rapid correction. Available potassium ampoule contains concentrated potassium solution at osmolarity of approximately 4,000 mOsm/L (2 mEq/mL of potassium). This needs to be diluted and infused slowly via central venous cannulation (maximum recommended concentration 20 mEq/50 mL). Administration through central cannula helps to thoroughly dilute the solution in blood stream and also decrease the risk of extravasations and avoid pain and phlebitis associated with peripheral administration.

**Amiodarone administration**

Practice of administration of IV amiodarone infusion also depends upon institutional protocols and has many issues. Injection amiodarone has pH of 3.5–4.5 which is highly irritant to peripheral veins. Amiodarone has tendency to form precipitates at normal pH of blood and responsible for thrombophlebitis when infusion given through peripheral vein. For these reasons when amiodarone infusion is required for more than 1 hour and at concentration of more than 2 mg/mL, central venous cannulation is prescribed by some institutions.

CVC can be considered for other drugs such as continuous infusion of sodium bicarbonate solution (osmolality of ~2000 mOsm/kg), continuous infusion of >20% dextrose infusions (osmolality > 1200 mOsm/L), etc. An institutional protocol for such infusions is recommended.

**CONCLUSION**

In general CVC is indicated for vascular access, vasopressor infusions, hyperosmolar and irritant infusions. However, the drafting committee unanimously agrees to the fact that, whenever a CVC is planned, documentation of its indication is necessary to be maintained in clinical records and benefit of placing a CVC should outweighs its risk.

**Recommendations**

- We recommend CVC after documenting its indication [A, 3].
- We suggest CVC when hyperosmolar and locally irritant agents are to be administered [B, UPP].
- We recommend CVC’s use for vasoactive drugs unless the risk outweighs benefit of placing a CVC and delaying the therapy [A, 3].

**CVC Catheterization in Locations other than ICU**

**Evidence Statement**

Central venous catheterization is done frequently in many other locations like emergency rooms (ER), operation theaters (OT), cardiac catheterization labs (Cath Labs), procedure rooms, etc. The practice and various outcomes related to CVC vary widely according to the user location in hospital.

**CVC placement in emergency department**

Central venous catheter placement in ER is used for various indications such as resuscitation of sepsis in patients to guide CVP and ScV02 monitoring, hyperosmotic infusions and difficulty in securing a peripheral venous access. However, in the recent years, growing evidence has questioned the validity of all of the above-mentioned indications in ER.

Recently performed major trials have challenged the role of EGDT refuting the routine monitoring of CVP and ScV02 while resuscitating a septic patient. Likewise, assessment for preload and its responsiveness has moved far from CVP. There is also the fear of breach of infection control practices in an emergency and a possible higher incidence of CLABSI. The greater use of ultrasound for peripheral intravenous access has further obviated the need for central lines in instances of difficult access.

Also as evidence have been evaluated in previous section of indications, it seems prudent to state that hyperosmolar or vasoactive infusion are also fairly safe while administered in appropriate dilution and for short periods through a well-placed wide bore peripheral venous access.

Most of the available literature with regards to CVCs placed in the ER is datasets which are not globally representative. Needless to say, the outlook for CVC practice in an ER depends on various factors, notably, the ER infrastructure, staffing pattern, experience of emergency physician, presence of SOPs, etc. Generating a strong evidence-based guideline as to whether placing CVCs in the ER is warranted, is virtually impossible. While the importance of the “Golden Hour” and “Initial Stabilization” cannot be neglected, practices and concepts have perhaps moved away from the CVC for reasons discussed earlier.

Moreover, the paradigm shift from landmark guided to USG-guided cannulation and requirement for stringent infection prevention measures raises caution in resource limited and emergent settings.

It may be prudent to avoid CVCs in the ER, unless strongly indicated. The same applies to CVC placement in other areas including ICU. Those units which perform central venous cannulation should have a rigorous quality improvement program with ongoing training and follow-up of outcomes. Due consideration should be given for prompt removal of an emergently placed CVC if breach of aseptic precautions have occurred.
CVC placement in ward

Placement of central venous catheters in the ward/rooms is fraught with multiple challenges including—(1) monitoring during insertion, (2) adherence to infection prevention bundles, (3) availability of bedside ultrasound, (4) availability of trained assistant/nurse, etc.

Furthermore, ambulatory patients present with more unique challenges to post-insertion care. The common indications in this patient population are prolonged antibiotic therapy, difficult peripheral venous access, or for chemotherapy. We presume that the complication rates, both infective and non-infective could be higher for CVCs inserted outside acute care areas as no large studies or database exists to support this conviction. Surveillance and benchmark data for out-of-ICU CLABSI are gradually emerging.

Site of insertion should be guided by factors such as (1) level of care, (2) resource availability, (3) patient population, etc.

At this time point, it may be difficult to restrict CVC insertion to acute care areas. CVCs may be inserted in the wards provided all necessary precautions are strictly adhered to. Daily documentation for the need to continue CVC is to be mandated as a means of avoiding unnecessary line days and CLABSI. Recommendations pertaining to monitoring, infection, prevention and management, audit tools and medicolegal liabilities described elsewhere in this document will apply universally even to CVCs placed in the wards.

CVC placement in procedure rooms

There is insufficient evidence at this juncture to suggest if CVC placement in dedicated procedure rooms has clinical implications. The whole idea of procedure rooms revolves around the concept of providing a comfortable and organized environment where aseptic procedures can be safely performed. However, standardized infection control practices, equipment, and monitoring facilities are mandatory for procedure rooms.

CONCLUSION

Central venous catheterization is done frequently in many other locations like emergency rooms (ER), operation theaters (OT), cardiac catheterization labs (Cath Labs), and procedure rooms etc. Institutional policy with standard operating procedure (SOP) should be available. Adequate preparation and training is desired for all those involved in insertion and maintenance of CVCs.

Recommendations

- We recommend that all site of care, where CVC is utilized should have a central venous cannulation and maintenance SOP in accordance with recommendations made in this document [A, UPP].
- We recommend that all units performing central venous cannulation should have a quality improvement program in place with follow-up of outcomes [A, UPP].
- We recommend that daily review for the necessity of CVC should be done in the wards [A, 2].

Central Venous Catheter Site Selection

Evidence Statement

As already mentioned, CVC can be placed in veins in the neck (IJV), chest (SCV or axillary vein), groin (femoral vein). These sites can be selected on the basis of ease of placement, individual expertise and on the associated procedural risk, and other clinical variables. We examined the evidences for comparison of each site.

Site Selection in Emergent Conditions

3SITES study, a RCT, randomized approximately 3,000 patients to different groups to have CVC placed in the subclavian, jugular, or femoral veins. They concluded that lines in SCV were associated with a lower CRBSI risk and thrombotic complications then lines in IJV or femoral vein. Simultaneously, they also found that SCV lines were also associated with highest mechanical complications among the three sites. SCV lines are associated with three times more risk of pneumothorax then the IJV option, whereas femoral lines eliminates pneumothorax risk, and comparable to the IJ in infection risk, but has significant DVT risk.

Although, SCV lines are safer in terms of infection and thrombotic complication risks but have commoner mechanical complications which may have serious consequences. Although choosing SCV is preferable for any catheter intended to be used for more than 5 days, but in emergent conditions such as severe hypoxia or coagulopathies, femoral CVC are associated with an acceptable complications rate, especially if strict aseptic techniques are used while insertion.

IJV versus subclavian central venous cannulation

While comparing IJV and SCV sites for CVC cannulation the committee reviewed ease of access, mechanical complication rates, malposition and its complications, and infectious complications closely.

Literature review concludes that in comparison to SCV, IJV access is much easier and less technically demanding with the use of USG guidance. Malpositioning with IJV approach is less common then in SCV approach. Simultaneously, a meta-analysis by Ruesch et al. including six trials, 1,299 catheter, conclude that malposition events were significantly less common and less serious with jugular approach. In same analysis, SCV approach had less frequent accidental arterial punctures then IJV. However, control over carotid artery bleeding is easier than subclavian artery. In this analysis, hemothorax or pneumothorax complications were similar with both IJV and SCV approach. However, in other recent prospective study by Iovino et al. there was significantly low risk of pneumothorax in IJV approach then in SCV approach. These results are similar to the results of three sites study where mechanical complications were far more common with SCV then IJV,

Thrombosis of UV was more common than thrombosis of SCV. Large bore CVC insertion has increased risk of thrombosis and subsequent occlusion especially in subclavian vein.

As quoted before, 3SITES study concluded that infectious complications were less with SCV than IJV and hence, the SCV approach is preferred for CVC placements.

IJV and SVC versus femoral lines

As the local flora density is different in each common site of insertion for CVC, site selection also influences the risk of infection. In a randomized study of 270 catheters found that femoral site has a higher colonization rate in comparison to SCV (RR: 6.4 [95% CI: 1.9–21.2] but without any increase in BSI (RR: 2.0 [95% CI: 0.2–22.1]). However, multivariate analysis of several prospective studies reported frequent infectious complications when using femoral or IJV sites.

The subcutaneous course of the SCV CVC is longer than for the other sites and it has lowest bacterial bio-burden and it is better...
protected against dislodgement of dressing. SCV catheters are also associated with less chances of venous thrombosis.48

Femoral catheterization was associated with a higher incidence rate of overall infectious complications, as well as of overall thrombotic complications and complete vessel thrombosis. In this study, SCV site was associated with less infectious complications (1.3 compared to 2.7 per 1,000 catheter days for other sites, incidence density ratio 0.50, 95% CI (0.33–0.74), p < 0.001).48

Incidence of mechanical complications—pneumothorax in subclavian catheterization:
Subclavian vein catheterization was associated with a higher risk of pneumothorax than femoral vein catheterization.50

Special situations
Severe coagulopathy
During SCV catheterization, bleeding from the SC artery is very difficult to control by compression and often it goes undetected because hematoma may track into the mediastinum or pleural cavity. Hence, SCV is generally the least suitable approach for CVC in patients who are on anticoagulant therapy, and other sites may be preferred.49

Patients with burn, extensive skin loss and superficial infections
In case of burn patients, extensive skin loss and superficial infections, and site of CVC insertion should be preferred where skin is intact.

In a study, even femoral approach for CVC placement does not increase the incidence of CVC colonization in massive burn patients. However, use of anti-microbial impregnated CVCs may be helpful in reducing colonization.50

CVC in adult neurocritical care patients who are at risk of high intracranial pressure
Many practitioners used to believe that UV CVC can increase the risk raised ICP in neurocritical care patients. Major physiological reason is that right side IJV serves as the major drainage point for cerebral blood flow, and any kind of obstruction by thrombosis or hematoma or vascular spasm can lead to reduced cerebral blood drainage, poor CSF absorption in cerebral venous blood and so raised ICP.51,52

A study Goetting et al. failed to demonstrate any significant rise in ICP with use of jugular bulb catheterization in 37 pediatric neurocritical care patients many other small studies demonstrated the safety of unilateral IJV CVC in neurocritical care patients.53

Conclusion
The committee recognizes the fact that emergent situation can arise at any location and all due precautions should be taken to maintain a sepsis. We suggest that femoral line is preferred and safer route for CVC insertion during emergency situation for a short-term use.

In elective scenarios, SCV insertion has an edge over other sites as it has low risk of infectious and thrombotic complication. The expected duration of catheter use is also important, as cumulative risk of infections and vessel thrombosis increases with increasing number of days.

One should consider the fact that mechanical complications can be controlled by use of USG guidance and physician experience but infectious and thrombotic complications cannot be diminished. For neurocritical care patients, current evidence does not reject use of unilateral IJV CVC.

Recommendations
- We recommend in emergency scenarios, insertion site selection should be based on clinical need, patient factors, practitioner judgment, experience, and skills [A, 3].
- We suggest subclavian insertion site should be preferred over IJV and femoral for central venous catheterization to decrease infectious and thrombotic complications [B, 2].
- We recommend subclavian vein to be avoided in patient with coagulopathy, distorted anatomy, and who may have high chances of mechanical complications [A, 2].
- We recommend that in case of burn, extensive skin loss and superficial infections, CVC insertion should be done where the skin is intact [A, UPP].
- We suggest internal jugular CVC lines could safely be inserted in adult neurocritical care patients [B, 2].

Catheter Selection
Evidence Statement
Central venous catheters have physical variations like length, coating, number of lumens, and types of material. The committee here reviewed the relevant literature to suggest its recommendations.

Central venous catheters are commercially available from single lumen to five lumens for various needs of patients. This fact that there may be positive correlation with infection risk to number of lumen has been evaluated in many observational studies. Hilton et al. (1988), they compared infection rates of 502 catheters and found out that infection rate of single lumen catheter was 8% whereas triple lumen catheter was 32%.54 In another randomized observational study, a total of 204 patients and CVC catheters were observed for infectious outcomes. Only 177 were able to complete 7 days of therapy, among those 78 patients were randomized to single lumen catheter and 99 patients were randomized for triple lumen catheters, for administration of total parenteral nutrition. Incidence of catheter-related sepsis was 2.6% in single lumen to 13.1% in triple lumen.55 In other prospective, observational studies reported here the researcher ultimately concluded that number of lumen have a correlation with infectious complication with CVC.56,57

Conclusion
After reviewing the relevant literature the committee suggested that CVC with minimum number of lumens required should be inserted.

Recommendations
- We suggest using a CVC with minimum number of lumens needed for patient management whenever feasible [B, 3].
- No recommendation can be made for a dedicated lumen for parenteral nutrition. Unresolved issue [B, 3].

CVC—Infection Control
Site Selection
Evidence Statement
As discussed in previously, infection is one of the most important care defining outcomes.58,59 Infection control strategies ranges
from the modifications in insertion technique to use of USG and selecting a site less prone to colonization and infection. As this is one of the challenging task to reduce CL-related BSI in ICU, the committee here examined and compiled various practice-related topics to reduce infectious complications in CVC.

As various evidences examined in subheading C of Section 1, it is by now clear that SCV approach have least risk of local skin and CVC colonization and also related BSI. This may be attributed to longer subcutaneous course or lowest bacterial bio-burden related to SCV approach. Femoral approach has a higher incidence rate of overall infectious complications and of major infectious complications. However, the preferred site for the placement of a central venous catheter depends on multiple factors such as availability of the selected site, operator expertise, infrastructure and availability of ultrasound, clinical urgency, and risk factors for complications like coagulopathy, pneumothorax, etc.

In 2011, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) had given a class 1A recommendation against the use of femoral vein for central venous cannulation to decrease the risk of CRBSI. However, a systematic review and meta-analysis by Paul E Marik questioned the grading of this recommendation and concluded that there was no difference in the rates of CRBSI between the three commonly used sites for CVC placement. In 2015, a French multicenter randomized controlled study comparing the three different sites suggested a reduction in the incidence of CRBSI when subclavian vein was used as compared to the femoral vein. This trial also highlighted the higher risk of pneumothorax with subclavian vein cannulation, a finding similar to other studies. A recent meta-analysis by Kostoula Arvaniti showed inconclusive evidence on the CRBSI risk for various sites.

**Conclusion**

In light of recent evidences suggesting reduced or comparable infectious complication with femoral approach, the committee still upheld the previous view of discouraging femoral lines to reduce CRBSI burden. As the supporting data is pooled form western world and its relevance in Indian scenarios is very questionable. After a thorough discussion and evaluation of all the available literature, the committee was able to formulate following recommendations related to site selection in context to infectious complications.

**Recommendations**

- We suggest to evaluate risk-to-benefit ratio of infectious and mechanical complications before choosing a particular site for catheter insertion [B, 2].
- We recommend to avoid using femoral vein for the routine placement of central venous catheters [A, 2].

**Hygiene Practices, Barrier Precautions, and Skin Preparation**

**Evidence Statement**

Standard hygiene practices, barrier precautions and preparation before inserting a CVC is one of the most crucial step towards infection control.

**Hygiene practices**

Hand hygiene and aseptic techniques, before insertion or during maintenance of CVC, is most important for prevention of infections. Adequate hand hygiene can also be achieved by the use of either an alcohol-based hand rub (ABHR) or with standard soap and water rinsing.

**Barrier precautions**

Maximum sterile barrier (MSB) precautions are primary requirements during each CVC placements. MSB precautions are defined as wearing a cap, sterile gown, sterile gloves and face mask, and also using a full body drape (similar to the drapes used in the operating room). MSB have been compared in a RCT with small drape and sterile gloves, where MSB has been proven to better in term of catheter colonization and CRBSI rates. With MSB-CRBSI developed much later with gram-negative organisms C/F to sterile gloves and small drape group. Simultaneously, many other studies revealed that MSB help in reducing skin colonization, and ultimately reduced CSB.

**Skin preparation**

Study by Yasuda et al. compared 3 groups, 0.5% alcohol/CHG solution with 79% ethanol, 1.0% alcohol/CHG solution with 79% ethanol, and 10% aqueous povidone-iodine (PVI). In this study catheter-tip colonization incidence (per 1,000 catheter-days) was found to be 3.7, 3.9, and 10.5 events, respectively (p = 0.03). Pairwise comparison between groups showed that the risk was significantly higher in the 10% PVI group. However, there were no significant differences in colonization risk in both CHG groups. Catheter kept for ≥72 hours had a greater risk of colonization in the 10% PVI group than that in the 0.5% CHG group. However, there were no statistical significant differences for probability of developing CRBSI among the groups.

Current CDC guidelines for preventing CRBSI published in 2011 also recommend skin preparation with >0.5% chlorhexidine gluconate solution with alcohol before insertion of a CVC.
more than 0.5% chlorhexidine and 70% alcohol before CVC insertion and during dressing changes [A, 1].
- We suggest to use tincture of iodine, an iodophor, or 70% alcohol use as alternatives if chlorhexidine is contraindicated [B, 3].
- We recommend allowing the skin antiseptic being used to dry completely before catheter insertion [A, 2].

CVC Fixation

**Evidence Statement**

Traditionally, short-term CVCs are fixed to skin with the help of sutures. Skin sutures are responsible for local microbial colonization and later on infectious complications. Commercial devices are available for securement purpose like anchor devices, staples, catheter holders, adhesive tapes, locking device, etc., hence it needs a critical evaluation to compare them in terms of related complications, safety, and feasibility.

In 2015, Cochrane review for dressing and securement devices, 22 studies with 7,436 patients were included. These patients had a CVC and nine different types of securement device or dressing. After a multiple treatment meta-analysis, in this review authors concluded that suture less securement devices are likely to be the most effective at reducing CRBSI though the quality of evidence is very low and most of these studies were conducted in intensive care unit (ICU) settings.

A common perception indeed exists that infections risk are low but malposition and dislodgement risks increases with suture less systems. A recently published international RCT, 186 patients who were treated with help of a CVC, randomized to receive suture (n = 87) or suture free (n = 97) securing device. They were analyzed for CVC migration and unplanned CVC removals. This study concludes that these two systems performed similarly.

Similarly in a Spanish RCT, study group found that complications rate was higher with suture group (47.2%) versus suture less group (21.3%), and also there were significantly higher local complications like signs of infection, oozing and CRBSI in suture group. Also dressing change for local bleeding was lesser in adhesive device group and staff preference was very high towards adhesive device. In another interesting **in vitro** study, comparing various suturing methods only the observer found that “finger trap fixation” by suture technique increases dislodgement force significantly.

**Conclusion**

We recognize that all the presented literature has an element of significant observer bias and there is no concrete and consistent data supporting or refusing suture based or suture less technique in all clinical contexts, and further good quality research is needed to evaluate this aspect of care. In presently available literature, at one side infectious and local complication were lower with suture less techniques, on another side risk of malposition and dislodgement increases without sutures. In such a scenario where dislodgement is one of a serious concern then “finger trap fixation” by suture can be considered.

**Recommendation**

- No recommendation can be made for preference of securing system in each setting and an operator or local practice-based decision should be taken into consideration [B, 3].

**Port Utilization and Maintenance**

**Definition of hub** refers to the end of the CVC that connects to the blood lines or cap.

The hubs on CVCs are a common source of bacterial colonization and can result in CLABSI.

There are two important aspect of care, to reduce intraluminal contamination; one is to ensure MSB precautions during cathether insertion and two is adequate hub disinfection prior to administration of intravenous medication. Adequate hub disinfection here refers to, rubbing hub for at least 10 seconds with chlorhexidine, povidone iodine, an iodophor, or 70% alcohol followed by a drying time of 30 seconds. Study by Helder et al. demonstrated 35% nurse’s compliance with the 30 seconds drying time after hub disinfection.

For prevention of hub contamination, an antiseptic barrier cap was developed. This device optimizes needleless connector disinfection via cleaning of catheter hub, through keeping it in continuous contact with disinfectant.

**Conclusion**

For prevention of late CRBSI, along with other preventive interventions, disinfection of hub is an important step. Hence, it is widely advised to disinfect hub in contemporary guidelines and literature. Here also committee decided to make recommendation for port utilization and maintenance.

**Recommendations**

- We recommend disinfecting hubs, needleless connectors, taps, and injection ports, before accessing catheter, with 70% alcohol or an alcoholic chlorhexidine preparation [A, 2].
- We recommend wearing either clean or sterile gloves when handling the hub and catheter [A, 3].

**Prophylactic Antibiotics and Antiseptics**

**Evidence Statement**

The committee here in this section attempt to provide evidence based approach for infection prevention and maintenance.

Extra-luminal [skin flora] source predominantly causes CRBSI during short-term [5–7 days] use of central venous catheters. Thus, its logical that measures like maximizing skin antisepsis and preventing contamination during insertion remains the most important step to prevent CRBSI. Povidone-iodine or polysporin triple ointment application at HD catheter site [after insertion as well as after each dialysis] has been shown in multiple studies to prevent exit site infection and CRBSI. Cochrane meta-analysis published in 2016 could find very low quality data in support of skin antiseptics used for CVC catheter care, with chlorhexidine gluconate better than povidone-iodine. However, authors’ concluded that this low-quality evidence is insufficient at the moment to recommend use of antiseptic solutions for routine care of CVC site. Use of Mupirocin at local site is discouraged, as study documented high incidence of resistance among skin flora, especially staphylococci, in the unit after its routine use for this purpose. Caution advised with use of any ointment containing polyethylene glycol as base at catheter exit site, at its interaction with catheter material is known to weaken the catheter, leading to spontaneous rupture of the catheter.

Daily chlorhexidine bath to decontaminate skin of ICU patients has been shown to reduce CRBSI and is strongly recommended.
as cost-effective measure aimed at CRBSI prevention.\textsuperscript{99-104} Chlorhexidine soaked sponge or polyurethane dressing at insertion site to prevent penetration of skin flora to CVC exit site has been proven to reduce catheter colonization and CRBSI.\textsuperscript{105-111} However, use of sponge at exit site in patients treated with daily chlorhexidine bath in ICU as add on intervention is questioned.\textsuperscript{112}

Beyond second week the intraluminal microbiological source predominantly causes CRBSI. Contamination of catheter hub(s) is common source of colonization and subsequent intraluminal biofilm formation. One study on intraluminal bacterial biofilm formation showed up to 15% surface has biofilm in less than ten days, but up to >40% surface if left in situ for >30 days.\textsuperscript{88} The incidence and incidence density of late-onset CRBSI in long-term oncology catheters is 22.5% and 1.6/1,000 catheter days in tunneled vs. 3.6% and 0.1/1000 catheter days in totally implanted catheters [ports], pointing finger at effect of handling the catheter hub as a key risk factor for hub contamination. Improper handling of hubs and difficult to clean needleless port valves has been proven to increase CRBSI. Emerging evidence shows role of needle less connectors in reducing CRBSI rates. Antibiotic lock solutions, though effective in treating uncomplicated tunneled long term CVC catheter CRBSI, are not recommended for prevention of CRBSI due to fear of emergence of antibiotic resistance with few exceptions.\textsuperscript{112-117} In patients with long-term tunneled catheters, who have limited venous access and repeated CRBSIs despite adequate preventive measures and are at high risk of sequel from CRBSI like recently implanted intravascular devices, such as prosthetic heart valve or aortic graft, pacemaker or AICD, antibiotic lock may be used as a CVC catheter salvage method. Here adequate CRBSI prevention measures include at least three measures, namely education about CRBSI bundles to staff who insert and maintain CVC, use of maximal aseptic precautions during insertion and use of ≥0.5% Chlorhexidine in alcohol solution for CVC site preparation.

In absence of distant infection causing blood stream infection, seeding from blood stream is an uncommon mechanism of CRBSI. Antibiotics injected systemically thus unlikely to have significant concentration to alter skin or exit site flora [causing early CRBSI] or within the intraluminal or extra luminal biofilm [causing late CRBSI] to have any effect in preventing CRBSI. This has been proven in multiple studies, that prophylactic antibiotics injected at the time of insertion or continued use during its use is unlikely to reduce CRBSI.\textsuperscript{118-122} One Cochrane review showed low-quality evidence on use of prophylactic antibiotics in cancer patients with long-term implantable catheters, neutropenia post-chemotherapy with baseline CLABSI rate >15%.\textsuperscript{123} However, this evidence should not be extrapolated to routine ICU patients not having any of these high-risk conditions for whom prophylactic antibiotics if used will be ineffective and promote antibiotic resistance in the unit.\textsuperscript{124-126}

**Conclusion**

During this evaluation of literature the committee was able to reach a consensus on many daily practice points, and recommendation made here in these sections can be bundled together for routine CVC care in many patient care settings.

**Recommendations**

- No recommendation can be made for or against the use of antiseptic solutions [Aqueous chlorhexidine or aqueous povidone-iodine] for routine CVC site care [A, 3].

**Catheters Impregnated with Antiseptics and Antibiotics**

**Evidence Statement**

For preventing CRBSI, several different variations of antibiotic- and antiseptic-coated catheter have been marketed in previous years. These coatings include silver, platinum/silver, CHG-silver sulfadiazine of first and second generation, minocycline/rifampicin. Silver- and platinum/silver-coated catheters have been studied in comparison noncoated catheters where equivocal results were produced for catheter colonization.\textsuperscript{130-134}

**Removal of Central line**

**Evidence Statement**

Catheter colonization and intra- or extra-luminal biofilm increases with each passing day.\textsuperscript{127,128} Thus CVC should be removed as soon as need ceases, however, routine change or relocating the central lines is not recommended. Removal of the central venous line also involves risks of air embolism, catheter fracture and embolism, dislodgement or thrombus or fibrin sheath hemorrhage, scars in addition to pain and discomfort during removal. Trendelenburg’s position, use of Valsalva maneuver, application of pressure at puncture site long enough to collapse the tract followed by application of occlusive dressing and monitoring the patient for complications for reasonable period is required after removal of central venous accesses. A CVC removal protocol and training is desirable.\textsuperscript{129}

**Recommendations**

- We recommend removing central venous accesses as soon as its indication ceases [A, UPP].
- We suggest not having policy to routinely replace relocate the central venous lines unless clinically indicated [B, UPP].
- We recommend each institute to have central venous catheter removal protocol and only staff trained in the same to remove central venous accesses [A, UPP].
Chlorhexidine gluconate/silver sulfadiazine (C/SS) coated catheter were studies in many studies and analysis.\textsuperscript{135-140} First generation of such CVCs had coating only on outer surface whereas second generation additionally had CHG inner coating extending till the hubs. Second generation devices have higher CHG concentration on outer surface. There are several RCTs and meta-analysis that shows superiority of second generation over first generation and first generation over noncoated CVC in terms to prevent colonization; however, these studies produced equivocal findings for CRBSI.\textsuperscript{138-140}

Minocycline/rifampicin (M/R) impregnated catheters with coating on both sides, studied in comparison with first generation C/SS-coated CVC, found to be having low colonization and CRBSI rates.\textsuperscript{141-143} The beneficial effect begins after 6 days of catheterization. In a recent before and after study comparing M/R and second generation C/SS catheter also found that M/R CVC significantly reduced colonization and CLABSI rates.\textsuperscript{144} However, the study reported no significant change in microbial profile and no increase in resistance pattern.\textsuperscript{144}

Gold salt preparations (Auranofin) releasing CVC have been developed. It claims to be having antibacterial and antibiotic property.\textsuperscript{145} However, pending human trials these cannot be recommended at any point soon.

**Conclusions**

Plthora of literature suggests antibiotic/antimicrobial coated CVC reduces CRBSI rates, however, studies also suggest that maximal benefit is seen after the sixth day and more so in a long-term CVC. Using these devices although seems lucrative in first flush, but this comes with serious cost implications and apprehension of developing antibiotics resistance. Committee stresses on the fact that any novel approach cannot substitute for basic infection control practices, hence recommend use of antibiotic- or antiseptic-coated CVC only when CLABSI rates are not comparable to benchmark even after successful implementation of such strategy.

**Recommendation**

- Wherever available we recommend US guidance to improve success rate, patient safety and procedural quality and reduce mechanical complications during CVC placement.[A, 2]

**Guidewire Exchange**

**Evidence Statement**

CVC can either be inserted “de novo” or placed by guidewire exchange (GWE). In spite of availability of real-time US guidance, there are certain conditions where central vein patency is diminished in ICU patients. In those few selective conditions, it may be necessary to exchange CVC using a guidewire.\textsuperscript{151-155}

Shimada et al.\textsuperscript{156} described a technique for catheter exchange where an outer sheath is placed over an existing catheter, subsequently the sheath removed after placement of a new catheter.

Whereas in guidewire exchange, a guidewire is passed through the distal port of the CVC and old catheter is removed, while a new one is placed over the existing guidewire.\textsuperscript{157}

Cook et al. included 12 randomized control studies in their meta-analysis and assessed CVC management through routine replacement of CVC over guidewire. This analysis failed to demonstrate any reduce rate of CRBSI and routine replacement over a guidewire is not recommended at least in functioning catheters and have no evidence of causing local or systemic complications.\textsuperscript{151} However, guidewire exchange is less discomforting and have significantly low mechanical complications.\textsuperscript{152} Exchange over wire can be of use in limited venous access scenarios, with high success rates and very low mechanical complication rates but should not be done in confirm or clinical suspicion of BSI, as tract colonization is the usual source of BSI.\textsuperscript{159,152} Coagulopathy is also one of the conditions warrant guidewire exchange for CVC placement in critically ill patients.
The ELVIS trial, a multicenter, randomized, double blind trial, had 16 participating ICU units and enrolled 1460 critically-ill patients that needed dialysis catheter replacement. A guidewire exchange does not pose significant risk for CRBSI but predispose for catheter dysfunction. This dysfunction is inability to maintain extracorporeal blood flow.158-160

**CONCLUSION**

Guidewire exchange technique may be useful in many clinical scenarios, where chances of mechanical complication can be very high such as in emergent situations, unavailability of resources such as USG, expert personnel, etc. The evidences in present topic suggest exchange can be used in these limited settings, only if there is no evidence or suspicion of BSI.

**Recommendation**

- We suggest exchange of malfunctioning CVC over guidewire in selected patients with no evidence of infection.[B, 2]

**Tip Positioning**

**Evidence Statement**

Primary central venous catheter (CVC) tip malposition is a common occurrence with incidence of around 6.8%.161 However, much higher rates of catheter malposition, of up to 10–30%, have been reported when the CVCs are placed without any radiological guidance.162-164

Correct positioning of CVC tip is vital to prevent complications associated with CVC insertion. The most dreaded complication of CVC insertion is cardiac tamponade, which is associated with high mortality.165,166 The complication is more frequent in distally placed CVC tips and may occur secondary to perforation of the vein or the cardiac chamber. The other common complication of intra-atrial tip positioning is arrhythmias. Hence, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has recommended that the CVC tip should not be placed in or allowed to migrate into the heart.167 On the other hand, CVC catheters, if placed more proximally in the superior vena cava (SVC), increase the risk of venous thrombosis, migration and malfunction.168,169

It is prudent to check and document the tip position after CVC placement.170 Several methods have been tried to place the CVC tip in the correct position. These include clinician devised formulas like the Peres164 and Androupo1s,171 or the use of radiological techniques such as the chest X-ray (CXR), ultrasonography (USG), real-time fluoroscopy or the right atrial (RA) electrocardiography (ECG) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). Newer methods such as proximity of cardiac motion method, have also been tried to ensure the correct placement.172

Several landmarks on a CXR have been suggested as an ideal site for positioning the CVC tip, like the site between the fifth and sixth thoracic vertebrae173 and the site below the inferior border of the clavicles.174 However, these anatomic landmarks are not in the same plane as the SVC and hence, on a CXR, it results in a parallax effect, leading to significant errors in positioning of the CVC tip.162 Hence, an anatomical landmark, which is closer to the plane in which the SVC lies, has been suggested.163 Carina lies about 3 cm above the SVC/RA junction and can be easily identified in a CXR.175 Hence, CVC tips should be positioned above the carina, which can be considered as a ‘safe’ area.163

To prevent endoluminal injury, and resultant thrombosis and perforation, the course of the catheter should be parallel to the wall of the SVC and the tip of the catheter should move freely within the vascular lumen. Such a position is best achieved when right internal jugular vein (IJV) is used for CVC insertion as the catheter runs a straight course into the lower SVC. Chances of these complications secondary to CVCs abutting the catheter wall are more with the left-sided catheters. As the CVCs inserted from the left side must turn a 90° corner to enter the SVC, if the CVC length is short, the distal tip may get positioned against the lateral wall of the SVC. Hence, positioning the tip of such catheters in the lower segment of the SVC may be preferred, where it tends to lie parallel to the vessel wall.164

It is also essential to keep in mind that even after catheter placement; distal catheter tip may exhibit a range of movement, up to 2–3 cm, in majority of patients. This range of movement may depend upon several factors such as the site of insertion and the patient’s body habitus. The position of the CVC tip also varies with respiration and position of the patient. Because of this, it may commonly migrate into upper part of SVC, IJV, RA, right ventricle, subclavian or the innominate vein. Hence, the position of the CVC and its distal tip should be frequently monitored as long as the catheter is in situ.176

**Conclusion**

Tip positioning is vital to avoid many delayed mechanical complications of CVC. Post-procedure chest X-ray is considered a standard practice for tip positioning although other modalities can also be used for same purpose. The committee suggests chest X-ray for routine documentation and for complication surveillance.

**Recommendations**

- We recommend post-procedure, position of the catheter tip must be assessed [A, UPP].
- We recommend IJ and SCV catheter tip should be placed in the lower one third of the SVC near the SVC/RA junction [A, 2].
- We recommend the use of chest X-ray to assess the CVC catheter tip position [A, 2].

**Surveillance**

**Infection Control**

**Evidence Statement**

Surveillance of CVC-related infection control practices is important quality improvement strategy. In this section, the committee evaluated the literature and made its recommendation on various surveillance approaches. Checklist for insertion and maintenance phase of CVC was debated.

**Routine removal**

Several prospective observational studies found that more the days of use of central venous catheter higher the incidence of positive catheter tip culture.177-180 Nonrandomized comparative studies indicate that durations of CVC use has a positive correlation with rates of catheter colonization, and infection. These observation lead to routine removal of central venous catheter to prevent central venous catheter-related bloodstream infection (CRBSI). However, randomized controlled trials reported equivocal findings regarding differences in catheter tip colonization when catheters are changed at three versus seven day intervals.181,182 One recent multi-centric study observed that early removal of CVC even in diagnosed CRBSI did not decrease mortality.183 A subgroup analysis of two
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Catheter tip culture
Clinical findings alone are not reliable method for diagnosing device-related infection and most of these clinical findings are not enough sensitive or specific. Traditionally, culturing catheter tip has been advocated as a definite method to diagnose CRBSI. But practice of sending a tip culture is not used widely. Clinicians are mostly influenced by CDC and NHSN surveillance definitions for CLBSI as it does not consider TC results. There is reported poor positive predictive value of catheter tip cultures in making diagnosis of CRBSI. Further guidelines limits tip culture sampling to high probability cases only thus may have decreased a practice of over-culturing of CVC tips.

The trend of sampling a catheter tip is declining and only used in research scenarios. Although a tip culture is advised for diagnosis of CRBSI, in one study many users did not even started appropriate therapy for CRBSI while culturing catheter tips. Moreover, positive tip cultures are difficult to be interpreted as a source or outcome.

Daily checklist to prevent CRBSI
In a quasi-control study, a total of 444 central catheters corresponding to 390 patients were observed. It was possible to observe a 54.5% decrease in the rate of central catheter infection when compared with the control group with the help of various prevention strategies. Another multi-centric study observed decreased incidence of CRBSI from 3.9 per 1000 catheter days to 1.0 per 1000 catheter days with the help of educational program teaching of hand hygiene, standards of catheter care, and preparation of intravenous drugs. A multimodal central line associated bloodstream infection (CLABSI) risk reduction strategy consisting of: 2% chlorhexidine in 70% alcohol solution for skin preparation before CVC insertion, standardized CVC insertion packs, CVC insertion guidelines, and nursing education regarding CRBSI care significantly reduced incidence rate ration of CRBSI. A systematic review also states that the superiority of ultrasound when compared with chest X-ray in the role of detecting pneumothorax and identifying CVC tip position.

Surveillance of Mechanical Complications

Evidence Statement
Surveillance for mechanical complication is necessary as these complications may cause immediate and delayed threat to life. These mechanical complications are pneumothorax, hemotherax, malposition of CVC, arterial puncture and hematoma formation. Surveillance should be continued even, if CVC was tried but could not be secured. To date, the post-procedural chest X-ray has been considered as the reference standard to detect mechanical complications. Some studies suggest that it should not be considered a reliable procedure for detecting complications in the absence of clinical symptoms. In addition, reading of a bedside CXR alone is not very accurate to identify intra-atrial tip position. The exceedingly low complication rate after right internal jugular vein catheterization suggests that, to detect pneumothorax and intra-atrial malposition, routine post-procedure CXR is neither necessary nor accurate and does not delay until catheter use.

Due to the developing knowledge and techniques in ultrasound, it can be suggested that it would be a suitable method to replace CXR in the role of detecting pneumothorax and identifying CVC tip position.

Pneumothorax
Ablordepepey et al. in their systematic review and meta-analysis demonstrates that bedside ultrasound accurately identifies pneumothorax after CVC insertion. The sensitivity and specificity of ultrasound for identification of post-procedure pneumothorax was nearly 100% in most of the literature. Previous literature to this systematic review also states that the superiority of ultrasound when compared with chest radiography for pneumothorax detection.

A meta-analysis done by Alrajab et al., who reviewed 13 studies, demonstrated a pooled sensitivity of 78.6% and specificity of 98.4% for chest ultrasonography (CUS), while these rates were 39.8% and 99.3% for CXR, respectively.

Currently, a Prospective Observational Study (COMBUX-study) is in final phase of completion which is designed to compare bedside ultrasound with chest X-ray to detect CVC-related mechanical complications. This may likely to confirm the superiority of ultrasonography as a diagnostic modality to standard chest X-ray to detect various mechanical complications.

Thrombotic Complications
Central venous catheterized patients are at high risk for catheter-related thrombosis. Used routinely, ultrasonography with color Doppler imaging could detect venous thrombosis in 33% of patients in medical ICU patients and in approximately 15% of these patients the thrombosis is catheter-related.

Arterial puncture
In a patient with normal blood pressure and normal arterial oxygen tension, arterial puncture is usually easy to identify by the pulsatile flow into the syringe and the bright-red color of the
blood. However, in patients with profound hypotension or marked arterial desaturation, these findings may not be present. If location of the catheter in the vein is uncertain, measuring intraluminal pressure, with a transducer prior to dilation aids in recognizing arterial puncture.

Hemothorax
Perforations of arteries or veins inside the chest can result in hemothorax, if the perforation communicates with the pleural space. While the mediastinum has relatively little potential space, the potential pleural space is up to approximately 3 liters, as the lung is completely compressible. Clearly, a catheter that perforates an artery or a vein, and also perforates and communicates with the pleural space rapidly can result in life-threatening hemorrhage. Diagnosis can begin with a simple chest X-ray to locate the tip of the catheter. Injection of contrast into the catheter under fluoroscopic examination also may be helpful in determining the location of the catheter.

Catheter tip malposition/migration
Ablordepey et al. in their systematic review and meta-analysis stated that in CVC malpositioning, bedside ultrasound will identify four out of every five malpositioning. Importantly, ultrasound provides results regarding catheter position and pneumothorax faster than chest radiography. They recommend that bedside ultrasound be used as first-line confirmation method to determine catheter malposition. If the CVC is found to be mal-positioned in a venous structure, the CVC can be expediently addressed without obtaining a chest radiograph first. However, if the CVC malposition is not detected by ultrasound and concern is high for malposition, such as in the case of multiple cannulation attempts or inadequate ultrasound confirmation technique, chest radiography should be performed to rule out catheter malposition.

After review and analysis of the current literature, best practice for ultrasound-guided confirmation of CVC positioning includes a focused vascular and cardiac ultrasound with rapid non-agitated saline flush.

Conclusion
Given the relative benefits of ultrasound with respect to image feasibility and efficiency, this modality needs further dissemination and implementation into clinical practice. USG guidance for surveillance of complication needs learning curve and is very subjective and operator dependent. In present scenarios, the committee abstains from recommending USG for routine use of post-procedure surveillance.

Recommendations
- We recommend that ultrasound guidance can be used for early identification of mechanical complication [B, 2].

Evidence Statement: Education and Training
The committee while drafting this document felt strongly that CVC care cannot be improved if an education and training CQI initiative is not implemented.

Recommendation
- We recommend using institutional CQI initiatives with bundled approach for performance improvement [A, 2].
Evidence Statement: Audit Tools

Tools to detect CLABSI

For the purpose of standardization universally accepted National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN), CDC definitions for BSI surveillance are used in this document and provided here in Appendix III. The committee recommends continuous audit and surveillance with these definitions to allow comparison with benchmark.¹

Tools for performance measures

Standard tools for performance measures are accepted and adopted here in this document also for benchmarking and uniformity purpose. The internal reporting requirement tools are presented in, “strategies to prevent central line associated blood stream infections in acute care hospitals-2014 update.”³³

Internal reporting is used to support internal CQI initiatives. These process and outcomes measures are derived from other contemporary literature and guidelines. These measures should be reported to internal stakeholders such as clinicians, hospital quality administration and nursing leadership.

Recommendations

- We recommend conducting surveillance to determine CLABSI rates, monitor its trends and identify lapses in Infection Control Practices [A, 1].
- We do not recommended routine culture of catheter tip for purpose of surveillance [A, 1].
- DTTP is the recommended method of diagnosis for CVC-related infections in patients [A, 2].
- We suggest recording the operator, date and time of catheter insertion and removal and dressing changes on a standardized form [A, UPP].

Consents and Medicolegal Issues

Evidence Statement

As with any other procedure in medical practice, CVC also have serious medicolegal implications. This section does not need any recommendation as these are governed by the law of the land of India, and absolute compliance to these laws is the only recommendation the committee could make.

Vicarious liability

Person who has been trained and qualified to perform central venous pressure would be responsible for procedure-related consequences. Trainee/nursing staff/technician-performing procedure must perform under supervision of trained person and he/she would be accountable under vicarious liability.

Contents of consent

- ‘Informed consent’ is mandatory.
- Consent form must be filled by the doctor (one who either performs procedure himself or is a part of team who performs procedure), in one sitting, preferably without changing pen
- Consent must be carried out in a manner and language the patient/proxy can understand.
- Patient name and his identification number must be mentioned clearly
- Consent must not be clubbed with consents for procedure(s) other than Central venous catheter insertion
- Consent must mention medically recognized alternative measures relating to diagnosis or treatment, including measures that may be considered less desirable by the physician
- Consent should include consequences of the patient’s/proxy’s decision to decline or refuse treatment
- Consent must be taken from patient, however if patient in not capable to give consent it can be taken from proxy with mentioning of valid reason(s) for incapacity of patient to consent.

Credentialing

To limit the disparity and haphazard practice, and purpose of standardization it is mandatory that every institution has a policy and credentialing process. These can be flexible according to local needs, but absolute compliance to medicolegal issues and standard practice in accordance with this document and local medical council guidelines is suggested.

Recommendation

- We suggest that a structured credentialing process be in place for personnel involved in insertion and maintenance of CVC [B, UPP].
Appendix II
Routine Practice Bundle
Strict adherence to following practices to prevent catheter-related bloodstream infection (CRBSI) should be implemented for routine care and maintenance:
- Comply with hand hygiene requirements.
- Bathe ICU patients with a chlorhexidine preparation on a daily basis.
- Scrub the access port or hub with friction for 10 seconds, immediately prior to each use with an appropriate antiseptic (chlorhexidine, povidone iodine, an iodophor, or 70% alcohol).
- Use only sterile devices to access catheters.
- Immediately replace dressings that are wet, soiled, or dislodged.
- Perform routine dressing changes using aseptic technique with clean or sterile gloves.
  - Change gauze dressings at least every 2 days or semipermeable dressings at least every 7 days.
- Change administrations sets for continuous infusions no more frequently than every 4 days, but at least every 7 days.
  - If blood or blood products or fat emulsions are administered change tubing every 24 hours.
  - If propofol is administered, change tubing every 6–12 hours or when the vial is changed.
  - Promptly remove unnecessary central lines. Perform daily audits to assess whether each central line is still needed.

Appendix III
CDC and NHSN Surveillance Definitions
Primary bloodstream infection (BSI): A laboratory-confirmed bloodstream infection (LCBI) that is not secondary to a bacterial infection at another body site.
Secondary BSI: A BSI that is thought to be seeded from a site-specific infection at another body site.
Eligible BSI organism: Any organism that is eligible for use to meet LCBI or mucosal barrier injury laboratory-confirmed bloodstream infection (MBI-LCBI) criteria.
Catheter-related bloodstream infection (CRBSI): CRBSI attributed to an intravascular catheter by quantitative culture of the catheter tip or by differences in growth between catheter and peripheral venipuncture specimens. This definition is primarily used in research.
Central line-associated BSI (CLABSI): It is an LCBI where an eligible BSI organism is identified and an eligible central line (CL) in a patient is present within 48 hours period before the development of the BSI, and that is not related to an infection at another site.
The **case definition** for the diagnosis of CLABSI (LCBI) as per CDC is as following (must meet one of the three criteria).

- **LCBI-1**: Patient has recognized pathogen cultured from one or more blood cultures and Organism cultured from blood is not related to infection at another site.
- **LCBI-2**: Patient has at least one of the following signs and symptoms: Fever (>38°C), chills, or hypotension, and
- Signs and symptoms and positive laboratory findings are not related to infection at other site, and
- **LCBI-3**: Patient of age less than or equal to 1 year has at least one of the following signs and symptoms: Fever (>38°C) core, hypothermia (<36°C) core temperature, apnea, or bradycardia, and
- Signs and symptoms and positive laboratory findings are not related to infection at other site, and
- Common skin contaminants are cultured from two or more blood cultures drawn on separate occasions. **Central Line**

It is an intravascular access device or catheter that terminates at or close to the heart, or in one of the great vessels. The line may be used for infusion or hemodynamic monitoring and may be inserted centrally or peripherally (**PICC line**).

- Once a line has been designated a CL it continues to be a CL, regardless of migration (**Migrated CL**), until removed from the body or patient is discharged, whichever is earlier.
- A **non-lumened intravascular catheter** that terminates at or close to the heart or in a great vessel which is not used for infusion, withdrawal of blood or hemodynamic monitoring is not considered a CL.
- **Eligible CL**: The one that has been in place for more than two consecutive days (on or after CL day 3), following the first access of the central line, in an inpatient location, during the current admission. Such lines are eligible for CLABSI events.

- **Central line days**: The number of days a CL has been accessed to determine if LCBI is a CLABSI.
- **Denominator count days**: The count of CL on an inpatient unit that is recorded in the monthly denominator summary data.

Types of central lines

There are following three types of CL for CLABSI surveillance.

1. **Permanent CL**: It includes—
   - Tunneled catheters including tunneled dialysis catheters
   - Implanted catheters including ports.
2. **Temporary CL**: These are non-tunneled and non-implanted catheter.
3. **Umbilical catheter**: These are vascular catheter inserted through the umbilical artery or vein in a neonate. All umbilical catheters are considered as CL.

**Access**: It is defined as entering the CL with a needle or needleless device for infusion, withdrawal of blood, or hemodynamic monitoring.

- The day of insertion is considered as day of access and hence, counted as first central line day.
- If an out patient patient comes with a CL already in place and it is the only CL in body, then the first day access in inpatient location begins the central line day count (CL day 1).

**De-accessing** any type of CL, e.g. removing the port needle but port remains in the body, simply does not remove the patient from CLABSI surveillance.
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